Sean Lydon
Field Maintenance Baseball/Softball
In depth talk about everyday field maintenance and major repairs. How to limit big
ticket repairs with every day maintenance techniques, tips and tricks. Points of
discussion: Mound/bullpen construction and maintenance, Lip/edge maintenance and
repair, Infield maintenance and laser grading. Things to budget year to year for, and
maintenance programs specific to your fields.
Turf Management Top Dressing Program
In depth talk about turf management through a topdressing program that is specific and
unique to your fields. Conversation about the different sand specs available and
compost/organic variations that can be added. The best time of year to top dress and
a short discussion on over seeding.
BIOGRAPHY
Sean Lydon – All-American Sports Material
Sean has been around baseball and soccer fields his whole life. Sean grew up in
Northern Colorado but has been all over the mid-west and east coast. He played
college baseball in North Carolina and minor league baseball in Kentucky, he spent 5
years in Western Kansas coaching Junior College Baseball as well. “Being around a
field my whole life, I learned quickly the ins and outs to field maintenance. Trial and
error was the most common way of learning but it was also the best. Any college
baseball player would agree that you spend a lot of time on the field not only playing,
but working. When I became a coach, I realized how lucky I was to have free labor in
the players. With always being a tight budget, we had to figure things out ourselves
and make things work that weren’t the best.” This is what intrigued Sean about a
possible career in the Athletic Field industry. While coaching in Kansas, Sean found
All-American Sports Material and absolutely loved their product. Later on he would go
on and work for All-American Sports Material in a sales and service roll. Sean has
helped grow the company’s customer base with his contacts in the baseball world and
has established All-American’s service/installation division. They started out with
simply building baseball mounds to promote their sports clay and now they have
tacked on a number of diverse services. Currently, Sean overseas the following
services for All-American Sports Materials: Mound Construction/Maintenance, Aeration
and Top Dressing, Laser Grading and Lip Repairs, and is establishing yearly
maintenance programs with customers to minimize big ticket renovations.

